NEW WELL PROPOSAL
6 RIDGE VIEW LN, POINT REYES STATION, CA 94956

SITE ELEVATION

PROJECT LOCATION:

PROJECT DATA:
- LOT AREA: 6,726.5 SF
- BUILDING AREA: 2,000 SF
- FLOOR AREA: 2,000 SF
- AREA OF DISBURSEMENT: 10 SF
- PROPOSED AREA DISBURSEMENT: 2,000 SF
- LOT COVERAGE (%): 200%
- PARKING: 400 SF
- VEGETATION: SCRUB OAK/GRASS

CODE ANALYSIS:
- APN: 114-142-42
- BUILDING TYPE: RESIDENTIAL SINGLE FAMILY

SCOPE OF WORK:
- CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW WELL

PROJECT DIRECTORY:
- OWNERS: JAMES DESER/MARGARET DREY
- 4 RIDGE VIEW LANE
- FOR 624 RIDGE VIEW
- CA 94956
- 415/479/4104